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ABSTRACT 

INSULATED PIPE CLAMP DESIGN 

M. J. Anderson 
L. L. Hyde 
S. E. Wagner 
L. K. Severud 

Plant Analysis, FFTF Project 
Westinghouse Hanford Company 

Richland, Washington. 

Thin wall large diameter piping for breeder.reactor plants can be subjected 
to significant thermal shocks during reactor scrams and other upset events. On 
the Fast Flux Test Facility, the addition of thick clamps directly on the piping 
was undesired because the differential metal temperatures between the pipe wall 
and the clamp could have significantly reduced the pi.pe thermal fatigue life 
cycle capabilities. Accordingly~ an. insulated pipe clamp design concep.t was 
developed. Th~ design considerations and methods along with the development 
tests will be presented. Special considerations to guard against adverse crack
ing of the insulation material, to maintain the clamp-pipe stiffness desired 
during a seismic event, to minimize clamp restraint on the pipe during normal 
pipe heatup, and to resist clamp rocation .or spinning on the pipe wi.ll be 
emphasized. 

INTRODUCTION 

. Insulat~ pipe clamps ·.are used on the Fast Flux Test F~cili·tY (FFTF) to 
provide a means of attaching.·both dead weight and seismic supports to pipe 
transporting liqui.d metal coolant. Thi,s.pipe is subject .to very rapid thermal 
transients during normal reactor operating excursions. 

. . . . . 
Thermal studies had .·indicated that standard.,non-insulated pipe clamps would 

act as heat sinks and cause sever~ local discon~inuity stress- in this thin wall 
pipe during these t:ransients. Arl in'sulated. clamp design. was selected to 'Urlnimize 
thispotential source of pipe fatigue damage. · 

.. The studies also showed that an insulated pipe clainp support:iilg a 1200°F 
(649°G)· pipe would· operate with an ex~erior metal ·temperat~re of less than 300°F 

· :,.. . (149.°C). :. ·This a.llowed. the use of readily available low alloy steels f!Jr the 
· ·· · · . clamps and ·othe:r :support hardware. · 

. . . . .. 

The ·purpose of this pap~~ is to describe the design of these insulated pipe 
clalnps. ·.The local· stresses ·induced by the. clamps in t}le pipes under the normal 
c;>perating' and se'i~c loads are also discussed. 
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CLAMP DESCRih'iON 

Approximately 4000 insulated pipe clamps are used on FFTF. They vary in 
size from 1 inch (25 mm) thro.ugh 28 inch (711 mm) diameter. The insulated clamp 
assembly is shown in Figure 1. The clamp body consists of two nearly semi
circular halves (~ 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steel) to which are welded the support structure 
attaching lugs. 

CONSTANT SUPPORT 

Fig. l Typical Liquid Metal Pipe Clamp Installation 

The two·nalves are bolted together with a Belleville spring stack-up on 
each of the clamp bolts. ·These. spring stack-ups are preloaded, at installation, 
to a position on their spring rate curve, so that only a small additional load 
is induced in· them when the· clamp halves open up to follow the pipe thermal 
~ansion. ·This action achieves·the desirable effect of maintaining the preload 
and.its iitduced. clamp and pipe stresses nearly constant during thermal cycles. 

Marimet [1]* load bearing insulation is used to carry loads from the pipe 
to the clamp body. ·The gap between the rigid Marimet blocks is filled with a 
resili~t Cerafelt [,2] pad. This prevents excessive radiation or convective 
heat transfer as .the gap: size changes with operatiilg temperature and keeps the 

. Marimet. blocks ·positioned. · 

. . I . . 
.. ·. A pliable stainless steel wire mesh pad is used ·between: both the pipe and 
.·the liari.inet an4 the clamp and· the Marimet as shown.- This. "soft shim" allows 

.'.·better conformance· between ·the· relatively brittle Marimet and the pipe and clamp • 
. . ::·: It·· also reduces friction ind\lced tension load~ in the Marlmet caused by differ-

. ential 'thermal eXpansion.between'this material· and the stainless. steel pipe in 
both: the·. a.n:u and· hoop. directions. 

A 5 mil·staiPless steel shim is installed on the pipe prior to cla~p instal
.lad.oil.- The purpose of this shim is to prevent pipe surface damage during the 
installat_ion process • 

. ·. *Numbers ·in brackets designate Re-ferences at the end of· the paper• Marimet 
and .Cerafelt are .trademarked materials manufactured by Johns-Hansville,. Inc. 



The analyses presented in this report represent the final analysis of the 
clamp designs which were evolved over about a six month period. To provide a 
better understanding of these designs, a brief discussion of the development of 
the solution is presented. 

The original FFTF insulated pipe clamp was designed by others under a sub
contract from the Bechtel Power Corporation. Life cycle testing of t~s clamp 
design showed that the Marimet insulation blocks were subject to cracking. 
Blocks were generally cracking along an axis parallel to the pipe axi.s, however, 
circumferential cracks were also observed. At this point, the responsibility 
for resolving the cracking problem and investigating the local stresses induced 
in the pipe was assigned to the Banford Engineering Development Laboratory. 

A two-pronged ·approach of testing and analysis was adopted to investigate 
these failures. First, a material testing program was initiated to define the 
structural characteristics of the Mar±met insulation. Second, a refined analyti
cal effort ~s undertaken. 

A two-dimensional finite element model including the pipe, Marimet. insula
tion, and the clamp was formulated. This model was then used to derive the 
interface pressures on the Marimet for the pipe loads existing at several highly 
loaded clamp_ locations. Marimet stresses were then determined wi.th the use of a 
second axisymmetric finite· element model of the block, loaded with these inter
face pressures. These stresses confirmed the probability of Marimet block ten
sile failure when compared to the material test data. In addition, these 
analyses demonstrated that the Marimet interface pressures were not well dis
tributed and peaked at values much larger than the design intent. 

Various design modifications were implemented to assist in reducing this 
peaking of the interface pressure and in turn, the unacceptable Marimet stresses. 
Two of the most significant changes w~re: 

(1) Moving the connecting bolts between the two clamp halves to as near 
the clamp tangent line as was practical, as shown in Figure 2. This 
change reduced the eccentricity of the bolt force wi.th respect to the 

I. clamp tangent ·and thereby reduced the peaking of the interface pres
sure at this location. 

(2) Addition o.f a thin layer of a "soft-shim" between the pipe and the 
·. Marimet and between ·the.Marimet and· the clamp as shown in Figure 2. 

The sof_t .shi.IIl i·s. a· material ~th a spring-rate on ·the order of one-to
two percent of the Marimet and a . thickness of about one-eighth i~ch 
(3. 2 mm) •· This allowed a measure of confo-rmance between .. the relatively 
brittle Marimet and the steel pipe ~d clamp. It tended. to reduce 
conta¢t .loading concentration and ;·interface pressure. peaking. 

Other modifications: which were incorporated. into the design included: 

(1). 

(2) 

(3) 

The·.overlapping ledges of the Mari.met ·blocks were removed, as shown 
in Figure 2. The.se ledges are in effect, beams cantilevered from the 

· block~ A -significant number of failures occurred ·through these ledges. 
This was. attributed to the ·low bending strength. · 

The subtended apg1e of the Marimet block w~s reduced, as shown in Fig
ure· 2." This shortened the span of the individUal. blocks and lessened 
the tend~cy for load bridging, or concentrating when the block was 
mated with· radii different than its own~ In .. turn, this reduced the 
pro})ability ·of ·induced bending stresses during instal.lation. 

The inside and outside radii of the Marimet blockS and the inside radius 
of the clamp were modified as necessary to accommodate the soft shim. 



It is the analyses of these modified clamp designs which are presented in 
this paper. 

FINAL ORIGINAL 

28 MARIMET SEGMENTS ---+--. 14 MARIMET SEGMENTS 

• MOVE BOLTS 
• CHANGE MARIMET 
• ADO SOFT-SHIM 

SOFT SHIMS-· -J 

Fig~ 2. Clamp Design Modifications 

ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE 

· Two finite-element models were formulated to analyze the clamp assembly and 
the pipe. The first, called the composite model, was a non-linear two dimen
sional representation which included the clamp band, Marimet blocks, soft shims, 

. and the pipe. The ANsYS [3] computer program was used for this firiite element 
idealization. Output from this analysis consisted of interface pressures be-:
tween the pipes· and clamps· for the -various normal and seismic operating condi
;ions and- clamp band stresses .. 

The ~econd model, called the pipe model, was a three dimensional representa
tion of the ·pipe which was. ideal.i.zed with the BOSOR·4 .[4} Cotllputer program. 
Thi·s modei used.· the_ interface pressures generated by the composite model as 

•... input on the pipe . to determine both ho()p ·and merid.ional. pipe· stresses. 

It is. theoretically possible to develop a single .compos_ite model to do the 
entire analysis •. However, because of the large numbers C)f elements needed·, the 
manY clamp size models required, a~d the numerous load· cases ~volved·, it was 
more economical to use the two simplified models·. . 

· ·2-D: ANSYS COMPOSITE MODEL 

The composite model is a representation of the crossectioti obtained on a 
plane ·perpendicula~· to the pipe longitudi.nal. centerline through the pipe~clamp 

· assemb·ly. · The pipe and c;lamp were modeled using two dimenSional beam elements 
· .. · · (ANSYS-STIF .3) _as shawn in Figure 3. Nodes were ·spaced at 1.5° circumferential 

ui"t.·ervals· to. elin;l.inate· the effect of curvature. The stiffness of ·the pipe ring 
was-modified to account for pipe continuity effects. 
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MARl MET SOFT-SHIM 
REPRESENTATION 

BELLEVILLE 
SPRING 
REPRESENTATION 

Fig. 3 2-D Composite Pipe-clamp ANSYS Finite Element Model 

Soft Shim Representation 
The Marimet blocks and the soft shims were modeled using the two-dimensional 

interface elemP-nts (ANSYS-SilF 12) in parallel as shown in Figure 4. This ele
ment represents two plane surfaces which may maintain or break physical ~ontact 
and ~Y· slide relative to each other. The element is capable of supporting 

. only compression in ·the direction ·normal to the surfaces and shear. (Coulomb 
friction) in the tangential direction.· The element ha·s two degrees of freedom 
a·t each node. These are .. translations in the normal and tangential directions. 

· Because of the non~linear fotce displacement relationship, the element 
req~ires· an iterative solution pro.cedure. The· p):lysical. properties whic~ must 
be defined for the eletl!.ent are: primary and· secondary stiffness~ initial gap, 
and a coefficient of .friction. 

The .stiffnesses were deterili;i.ned by tests on representad.ve hardware. A 
· parametric stUdy· was conducted. using a range .of friction factors~ It demon-

. str~te"d that frict·ion ·:Varicltion· had ·only a Small effE!ct .on .interface· pressure 
and· an in.sigrii£icant effect on clamp and pipe stress. It. should also be noted 

· tha't the···soft shim has very low shear resistance. arid ·greatly reduces shear 
stresses .induced in ·the· Mari.met blocks. The in"itial. gap is a result of hard
ward. tolerances and varies with c;i.rcutnferential location. 
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Fig. 4 Marimet Soft-Shim Representation 

.Effect of. Initial Gap 
The clamp bands are machined to a slightly larger radi~s.than the maximum 

pipe-Marimet assembly, to facilitate installation. This results in an initial 
gap as shown in Figur·e 5. The gap causes a variation in the pipe - Marimet 
interface pressure distribution which is significant and must be considered in 
the analv!<:;!C:_ 

OUTSIDE RADIUS OF 
PIPE-INSULATION 

INITIAL RADIUS 
OF CLAMP· 

INITIAL GAP 
ATO~ 

Fig~ ·5 ·Initial Gap for Interface Elements 



Results of a typical sensitivity study are sho~ in Figure 6. This demon
strates that increasing initial gap can cause higher pipe stress. Maximum 
initial gaps as allowed by tolerances were used for all FFTF insulated clamp 
analyses to pr.ovide "worst case" conservatism. 
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Fig. 6 Effect of Initial Gap on Pipe Stresses 

Belleville Spring Representation 
The Belleville spring assemblies for each size clamp were sized so that 

they operate on the flat portion of their spring rate curve during normal 
operating conditions. Representative assemblies were then tested to determine 
their spring J:ates over their full t.ravel. They· were then modeled using one
dimensional dynamic· elements (~SYS-STI·F 40). Four elemetit;s in· parallel were 
requiied to. chaJ:'act.eriie the spring rate curve· as s.hown .in Figur.e · i. Each 
element' has a single translation degree of freec;iom, and an iter.~tive solution 
.procedure is required due .to the non-linear force-dispiacement .relationship. 

The spring stack is pr.eloaded on an ambient temperat;uj:'e' pipe to a de
flection (b.) as s):lowri in .FiguJ:e ..7. Then as. the· pipe· eXpands the~lly·, the. 
spring stac~ operates on the flat portio.n of the. CurVe (K2) • ·rn this way, the 
stress range applied to the pipe duri.il.g theruia.l cycles is lnin:i.liii:zed thus reduc
·ing fatigue damage. The springs may bottom "during the· faulted conditi9n seismic 
event.-

Pipe Loading 
· The external forces a,pplied ·to the .clamp wer.e balanced· by applying a sinu

·soidal shear ioad to the p·~pe· as shown in. Figure 8 ... The· validity :o£ this: 
.·approach was verified l?Y comp~ring the assumed .ANSYS shears Wi.th the BOSOR4 p'ipe 
shears .calculated later. Variation was less than 5%. 

COMPOSitE MODEL RESULTS 

Sev~ral cmnposite'model analyses were conducted for. each size .Pipe clamp. 
These analyses input various load combinations which enveloped the loads obtained 
from the pipe design analysis. 
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: Clamp band stresses and Marimet pressures obtained from the analysis pro
vided data needed to generate normal operation and faulted (seismic) load rating 
curves for each c],.amp size. A typical example is shown in Figure 9. These 
curves were then used to verify the adequacy of each insulated clamp used on 
FFTF under the as-built loads applicable at each clamp location. Clamp stresses 
were controlled to satisfy ASME Code limits. 
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Fig. 9 Load Rating ·curve for FFTF 28-Inch Clamp 

The composite model also provided load deflection data relative to the pipe 
centerline. This was used to generate spring rat:e data as shown in Figure 10. 
This data was used- as input for the pipe seismic· analysis. 
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A typical pipe-clamp ~terface pressure profile obtained from these 
analyses is shown ~ Figure 11. Note that the pressure changes are very rapid 
with angular position. This verifies the need for a fine (1.5°) grid in the 
model. These pressure profiles were used as inpur to the pipe model to determine ......... ,.. ,.. _____ _ 

·~ 
11.100 LBS 

~ 
CLAMP 
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1 LB • 4.448 N 

Fig. 11 Typical Interface Pressure from ANSYS 

BOSOR4 PIPE MUU~L 

BOSOR4 is a computer code specifica1ly developed for the stress, stability 
and vibration .analysis of segmented, ring stiffened, branched shells of revolu
.tion •· !Qis code was used to determine the stress. distribution in the· pipe at 
the clamp location •. 

. ·.'The non-~s}'lDIIletric pipe~clamp interface pressures. generated by· the· com
posite ANSYS t11odel~ ·were ou.tput on tape' files. These files were. then manipulated 
to provide input d~ta .in the £orin .of .Fo\lrier functions. fdi BOSOR4. · The code is . 

·capable of handling twenty Fourier .c.oefficients. ·rt wa·s .found that twenty terms 
were .not adequate to represent:· the rather· erra.tic pressure distributions result-

. i.ng ~rom some .load cases~ Therefo'.re, three set·s: of twenty' or ·a total of. sixty 
tet:'ti!S .were input for all· Cases •. · 'This r~c:juired three separate runs., which Wet'e 
superposed for the final· results• 

The aoalytica1 model simulated a pipe ten feet (3;.'048. m) long with simple 
·. ' . . . 

supports at each end. The length was sufficient so that end effects did not 
>lnt·erfere.with the. stress·dfstributiori at.the mi4span cl:amp location, Figure 12. 
·.The actual. mode;L as~umed symmetry at m,idspan •. :Fift:y-two mesh points. were used 
'to mod~l the, 'pipe, ·with a fine mesh in the clamp region varying to a coarse mesh 
at the support. . . . . . . . . 

.. '. 

In the axial .d~ection, the interface pressure was assUmed to remain con
stant •. ·.Same··. special· studies condu.cted on other ~~ytical models. indicated that 
there. exis·t·~ some· variati.on .in pressure al,ong the axis depending on load· case. 
HoweV-er,- st~ies conducted .on the BOSOR. model showed that pipe st.resses are not 
very sensitive. to this variation over the clamp length. 
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Fig. 12 Pipe Section Modeled on BOSOR 

PIPE MODEL RESULTS 

The BOSOR4 computer code calculates the hoop and axial membrane and bending 
stresses in the pipe. Output is in the form of polar coordinate plots as shown 
in Figure 13 and on punched cards.· These punched cards were used as input to 
the Bechtel·ELCLAMP code [5] for combining with other pipe stresses to demon
strate compliance with design Code requirements. 
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HOOP BENDING 

. Fig·. 1.3 :·Typical BOSOR Pipe Stress Results 



COSINE DISTRIBUTION 

A study was conducted using an assumed cosine pressure distribution at pipe · 
support points. The purpose was to determine whether this simplified technique 
would result in conservative pipe stress estimates compared to results of more' 
extensive analysis. Figures 14, 15, and 16 compare typical pipe hoop s~ress 
results obtained with the ANSYS-BOSOR analysis with results obtained using·such 
an assumed cosine distribution. As shown, the cosine approximation does not 
provide a conservative estimate for hoop stress in thin wall high temperature · 
pipe at the clamp location. 
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Fig. 16 Typical Seismic Load·ing 

STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS 

The clamp design objective was to eliminate heat sinks and/or other stress 
riRers in .the pipe. For this reason, no positive connection exists between the 
pipe and clamp to prevent relative rotation. This led to concern as to whether 
the clamp and the associated dead weight arid seismic supports would remain 
properly aligned over the plant desigri lifetime. 

Two types of torsional alignment were considered. The first of these was 
al,ignment under the spe·cified ·operating thermal cycles. Those ·clamps utilized 
With tension typed dead weight ·support·s are inherently stable. Special care 
was .exercised with compression type dead weight .supports to ensure stab.ility. 
These supports usually c_onsist of .siide plates wi.th a broad be~ring surface .. 

. They are attached using tvo bolt holes on the wide cla:mp mounting ears.. . The 
moment carrying connection thus-provides the.required stabf+ity. 

The dead·we:i~t.suppoi-ts ~lso·provide stability for vertical and lateral· 
seismic supports attached to the same clamp. ·This is so, ·.since the stabilizing 
pipe. dead ~eight loads, aD.d therefore stabilizing moments; are :much .larger .. than 

_o'zerturrii.ng moments created by dead weight of the seismic supports. 

on FFT'F, both .dead .weight. and seiSmic supports ar:e installed .with offsets 
:such ·:th3.t at. specifie!i ·operatiilg t.emperatures they _are nominaily perpendicular . 
to -the pipe centerline. Ma.xtin.un aJ;igle change is limited to· .. siX degrees. 

The alignment of those pipe clamps, supporting seismic restraints only, is 
provided -by ·a mameri.t ·carryi.ilg connect-ion between the C~P .. ancf ·support. This_ 

·connection: is designed .to permit a motion of six ·degre~s before becoming effect-_ 
ive. Tb~se. connections are sized to resist overtUrning .momeJ;ltS 'caused by gravity 
acting;on the supports. They are not intended to prevent rotation· under s~ismi.c 
loads_, . ·but .s.imply to keep the restraint aligned in case a seismic event occurs. 



.... 
r . -·· . 
·The second type of torsional stability considered is that required during 

a seismic event. The induced loads alternate at frequencies of approximately 
3.5 Hz or more. On the tension stroke, the clamp/seismic support is self 
stabilizing. On the compression stroke, stability·is provided by the inertia 
and stabilizing forces on the entire piping system. 

Verification that the clamp/support system remains aligned during thermal 
cycling has been accomplished by the FFTF Max~ Iso-thermal System Test (MIST). 
During this procedure the piping systems were heated to approximately 800°F 
(427°C) from room temperature, then returned to hot standby temperature of 400°F 
(204°C). Two complete cycles were conducted. Extensive measurements and visual 
observations were performed to verify that pipe motion and clamp function were 
as predicted. No significant anomalies occurred. 

A system test was also conducted to confirm that the pipe clamps and sup
ports performed as intended during a seismic event. A small diameter pipe 
system, prototypic of an FFTF loop, was constructed. This system was insulated 
and supported. using typical FFTF clamps, seismic restraints and dead weight 
supports. The system was then subjected to extensive testing with seismic time
history vibration inputs well in excess of those possible at the FFTF site. 
All support systems performed as expected wi.th no pipe or clamp damage. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Design of an insulated pipe clamp for high temperature, thin wall 
pipe has been satisfactorily accomplished. 

2. Design care must be exercised to prevent or control cracking of 
the brittle load bearing clamp insulation blocks. 

3. Pipe clamp flexibil·ity is significant and must be considered in 
the seismic analysis of the piping. 

4. Local stresses induced in the pipe by the clamp are ~iguificant: <'!nd 
·must.be considered in the detailed stress- analysis of high tempera
. ture,· thin wall pipe. 
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